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0893 107 002 
 
Multi-Purpose Grease III 
Physicological harmless, transparent grease containing a multifunctional additive package 
 
Fields for application: 
For lubricating and protecting seals, jointed and moving parts in which there is a risk of direct contact 
between the lubricant and foodstuffs. 

Suitable for all lubricating points on journal bearings, joints, guides, bottle washing systems, roller 
bearings, machines, filling, packaging, wear and labelling machines, conche and cyclones in the 
food, pharmaceuticals, printing and paper industries. Suitable for long-term lubrication in wet areas 
and household appliances. 

Properties: 
 Transparent, colourless 
 Reduces friction and wear 
 Highly adhesive 
 Corrosion protection 
 Ageing resistant 
 Water and oxidation resistant 
 Resistant to dust 
 Promotes sealing 
 Resin, acid and silicone-free 
 NSF H1-registered (no.: 135924), meets the requirements of USDA1998 H1 

 
Application: 
Clean the lubricating point thoroughly before filling for the first time. Fill the bearing house up to 
about halfway. Observe the bearing manufacturer specifications. Avoid mixing with other greases 
wherever possible. 
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If used in areas in which food is processed or stored, only the minimum quantity technically necessary 
may be used. If the product is to be used as an anti-corrosive film, it must completely be removed 
before the device in question is used again. 

Technical data: 
Thickener anorganic 

Colour transparent, colourless 

Density, 15°C 0.880 g/ml 

Consistency (DIN 51818) 2 

Worked penetration 60 strokes  
(DIN ISO 2137) 

265 - 295 

Drop point (DIN ISO 2176) none 

Temperature range -15°C up to +130°C, short term up to +150°C 

Base oil: medical white oil/anorganic thickener 

Base oil viscosity at 40°C 200 mm²/s 

Viscosity index (DIN ISO 2909) > 100 

Four-ball weld load (DIN 51350) min. 2200 N 

Four-ball wear test, 1h/400N (DIN 51350-5) max. 0,6 mm 

Flow pressure at –10°C (DIN 51805) Max. 1400 hPa 

Water content (DIN 51807) < 0,1 % 

Water resistance (DIN 51807) 0 – 90  

Oxidation stability 100h, 100°C (DIN 51808) ≤ 0,5 bar 

Steel corrosion/Emcor-Test (ISO 11007) Max. 1 - 1 

Copper corrosion (DIN 51811) 1 - 100 

Lubricant code KP2N-20 

ISO-designation ISO-L-ACEA 2 

Minimum shelf-life 24 months 
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Resistant to 
Water  

Salt water  

Acids  

Alkaline solution  

Material compatibility 
Steel yes 
Non-ferrous metal yes 
Stainless steel yes 
EPDM yes 
FKM yes 
NBR yes 

 
Remarks: 
Greases are supplied in plastic cartridges. The plastic cartridges improve storage (they prevent the 
grease from oozing out in high temperature). Store cartridges upright in a cool, dry place!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This advice is based on our own research and experience. It 
is presented in good faith and may be considered reliable. 
However, due to the diverse processing, application and 
handling possibilities the information provided may not be 
considered legally binding. The same applies to the 
information provided by our technical and commercial 
customer service. 

We recommend the users of our products to perform 
their own tests in order to determine whether our 
products are appropriate for the respective use and 
environment. We guarantee the consistent quality of 
our products. We reserve the right to implement 
technical changes and improvements. 

 
 


